Low-power Location Tracking

Do you own machines, machine parts, construction materials or other valuable appliances that you need to manage and locate remotely?

Do you want to better understand the activity of your vehicles and mobile machinery? Do you want to find unused assets?

Are you renting out equipment that you want to better control and keep track of?

Do you sometimes leave valuable appliances in non-secure locations? Do they disappear or get misplaced?

STICKNTRACK is a universal solution for tracking and localizing valuable non-powered assets in an extremely simple way.

Installation as easy as a sticker. No Wifi configuration, no SIM cards, no cables.

Forget maintenance. Battery lifetime up to 5 years without replacement.

Industrial use. Water, temperature and shock resistant.

Online access. Geo-zones and alarms, asset groups, complete activity and location history.

Even provides indoor solutions for asset tracking within warehouses, garages and other places without GPS.

STICKNTRACK achieves this by relying on the most recent sensor evolutions and network technologies requiring minimal energy consumption levels, such as the Sigfox Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) network.
Why STICKNTRACK?

We use STICKNTRACK to track our trailers, forklifts, industrial wheelbarrows and other expensive machines. With STICKNTRACK we always know where our assets are, we get notified when they are unused for a longer time or when they’re not where they are supposed to be; in addition we benefit from great insights regarding their practical usage allowing us to implement improvements in our logistic processes.

*Construction site equipment rental company.*

Product specifications

**SERVICES:**
- Geolocalization, journey interpretation, activity detection, trip history, geo-fencing, alarm notifications

**FUNCTIONS:**
- Location detection, movement detection, zone detection using beacons (optional)

**NETWORK CONNECTIVITY:**
- Sigfox

**WATER RESISTANT:**
- IP66

**DIMENSIONS:**
- PRO: 120 x 55 x 30 mm
- LITE: 100 x 55 x 15 mm

**WEIGHT:**
- PRO: 127 gram
- LITE: 65 gram

**NON-RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES:**
- PRO: 3 x AA lithium 3.6V, up to 5 years
- LITE: battery pack lithium 3V, up to 2 years

**MOUNTING OPTIONS:**
- PRO: screws, rivets, tie-wraps, 2-sided tape, magnets
- LITE: screws, rivets, 2-sided tape